
‘Banding 
for smaller 

and individual 
products such as 

postcards, medication, food 
and more. Providing solutions 

for tamper evidence, labelling 
or branding, bundling and 
promotional activity.’ 
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Jenton Bandit Dimensions
L x H x D Speed Weight Your Product 

Height
Your Product 

Width
Max Tape 

width

200-30 380mm x 240mm x 210mm 25 cycles/min 15kg 5-140mm 40-200mm 30mm

240-30 420mm x 230mm x 290mm 25 cycles/min 26kg 1-145mm 20-240mm 30mm

240-50 420mm x 230mm x 290mm 25 cycles/min 26kg 1-145mm 20-240mm 50mm

Left: Jenton Bandit®  240-30
Above: Jenton Bandit®  240-50

Jenton 
Bandit® 240-30 

with large reel 
of material on the 

jumbo roll holder.

The Jenton Bandit® is a table top heat sealing banding machine. A compact 
design makes it easily portable and manageable, whilst offering banding 
solutions for smaller and individual products such as postcards, medication, 
food and more. Banding provides solutions for tamper evidence, labelling or 
branding, bundling and promotional activity. 

With 30mm and 50mm width plain and printed tapes available. Banding is the perfect 
solution, plus with the additional option of cross banding products up to 240mm wide. 
The Jenton Bandit® is the perfect choice for simple, easy and a more eco friendly* way 
to package your products. 

 The Jenton Bandit® is a simple to use machine available in 3 sizes, our smallest size is 
the Jenton Bandit® 200-30 weighing in at only 15kg! Next is the Jenton Bandit®  240-30 
for the 30mm wide tape and the Jenton Bandit® 240-50 for the 50mm wide tape. Both 
include various settings including adjustable tension and auto mode (simply set the 
machine up to your preferred setting, press auto and place the product in position over the 
sensor. Once the sensor is covered the machine will automatically band the product, when 
complete, remove the product and repeat) No more annoying button pushing! 

The Jenton Bandit® has additional extras such as a foot pedal and a jumbo roll holder 
(offering the option to hold larger reels of material and easy manoeuvrability of the 
machine around the workplace.)
*When paper banding is used instead of packaging such as shrink wrapping

Numerous tapes in various 
material, plain and bespoke 
printed designs.
Ask for more details 

Unit 9/10 Ardglen Industrial Estate, Evingar Road, Whitchurch, Hampshire, RG28 7BB

Cross Banding, 
also providing tamper 
evidence for posted & delivered 
products.


